Abstract The genetic component of breast cancer predisposition remains largely unexplained. Candidate gene case-control resequencing has identified predisposition genes characterised by rare, protein truncating mutations that confer moderate risks of disease. In theory, exome sequencing should yield additional genes of this class. Here, we explore the feasibility and design considerations of this approach. We performed exome sequencing in 50 individuals with familial breast cancer, applying frequency and protein function filters to identify variants most likely to be pathogenic. We identified 867,378 variants that passed the call quality filters of which 1,296 variants passed the frequency and protein truncation filters. The median number of validated, rare, protein truncating variants was 10 in individuals with, and without, mutations in known genes. The functional candidacy of mutated genes was similar in both groups. Without prior knowledge, the known genes would not have been recognisable as breast cancer predisposition genes. Everyone carries multiple rare mutations that are plausibly related to disease. Exome sequencing in common conditions will therefore require intelligent sample and variant prioritisation strategies in large case-control studies to deliver robust genetic evidence of disease association.
Introduction
Exome sequencing has proved highly successful in the identification of genes that cause rare Mendelian diseases. In such conditions, the underlying genetic model is usually known and the mutational spectrum is distinctive and readily distinguishable from the pattern in unaffected individuals (reviewed in Ku et al. [1] ). The identification of rare genetic variants that contribute to common disorders has proved to be more challenging. The underlying genetic architecture is typically complex and often poorly understood, the penetrance may be modest and/or incomplete, and our ability to robustly predict the impact of genetic variation on gene function and disease causation is still limited. Nevertheless, a component of the missing heritability of many common disorders is likely to reside in rare gene variants of moderate/low penetrance that are potentially tractable by exome sequencing.
Breast cancer is one of the few common conditions for which such variants have already been identified. Using candidate gene case-control resequencing, DNA repair genes such as CHEK2, PALB2, BRIP1 and ATM have been shown to be breast cancer predisposition genes [2] [3] [4] [5] . These genes are characterised by multiple, very rare inactivating (primarily truncating) mutations associated with moderate risks of disease (RR 2-4). Together with highpenetrance genes and low-penetrance variants, these moderate-penetrance genes are estimated to account for only *35 % of the familial risk of breast cancer [6] . Thus, a substantial proportion of the genetic contribution to breast cancer remains unexplained.
Given that a small number of candidate gene studies have already yielded rare, moderate-penetrance predisposition genes in breast cancer, it is highly likely that other genes of this class exist. Such genes are not identifiable by linkage analyses (the risks are not high enough) nor genome-wide association studies (the mutations are not common enough), but should be detectable by suitably powered exome sequencing studies. Exome sequencing offers the potential to apply an agnostic rather than a candidate gene approach to their discovery and is therefore a highly attractive strategy. However, interrogating the vast datasets generated to provide robust evidence of association of a given gene with breast cancer is daunting. To explore the feasibility of using exome sequencing in the identification of breast cancer susceptibility genes, we sequenced the exomes of 50 individuals with familial breast cancer. We applied frequency and protein truncation filters to prioritise variants most likely to act as moderate-penetrance breast cancer susceptibility alleles, based on existing paradigms [6, 7] . We identified mutations in known breast cancer predisposition genes in four individuals, demonstrating the utility of this approach for mutation detection in already established predisposition genes. We then compared the mutational profiles in these cases with eight individuals without mutations in known genes to investigate the utility in discovering novel disease predisposition genes.
Patients and methods
Full details of the samples and methods are given in the online supplemental material. Briefly, we undertook exome sequencing in 50 individuals recruited to the Familial Breast Cancer Study (FBCS). A summary of the characteristics of these families is given in Table 1 , and fuller details are given in online Supplementary Table 1. All individuals had breast cancer and were negative for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations (by Sanger sequencing and/or heteroduplex analysis and MLPA). We used a commercially available 38-Mb exome array in 30 individuals and a 47.9-Mb custom GENCODE exome array in 20 individuals [8] . Sequencing was performed on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx platform. We undertook read mapping and variant analysis by NextGENe software (version 2.10) and applied call quality, frequency and protein truncation filters to prioritise variants for further consideration. We selected 12 cases for detailed analyses; four with mutations in known breast cancer predisposition genes and eight without. We performed validation analyses of all the prioritised variants in the 12 samples by Sanger sequencing. We undertook gene list enrichment analysis by the ToppGene Suite [9] .
Results

Exome sequencing
Overall, a median of 53.5 million reads were generated per sample and typically 99 % of reads mapped to the reference genome. A median of 83 % (range 41-88 %) of bases within the target region had coverage of C15 per sample (online Supplementary Table 2 ). There was considerable inter-sample variation because two different exome arrays were used and the sequencing was performed over several months. Overall, we identified 1,592,412 variants in the 50 exomes under NextGENe default settings. 353,948 variants remained after we excluded all variants with read coverage \15 reads, base substitutions with a mutant:wild-type read % of \30 %, intronic variants (except those at splice junctions) and synonymous variants. To further prioritise variants most likely to predispose to disease, we applied a filter to detect sequence variants that result in protein truncation, as previously described [7] . This identifies all variants predicted to result in premature protein truncation: frameshifting insertions and deletions, nonsense mutations and mutations at consensus splicing residues. The script also removes variants in genes with five or more different truncating variants (as these are likely to be pseudogenes or to tolerate haploinsufficiency without causing disease). The filter identified 15,784 truncating variants. To prioritise variants for follow-up we next applied a frequency filter to identify variants present in 1 of the 50 familial breast cancer cases, consistent with the mutation prevalence of known breast cancer predisposition genes [6] . After this filter, 1,296 variants remained.
Variant validation in 12 exomes
Within the 1,296 variants we identified four mutations in known predisposition genes which we confirmed by Sanger sequencing; three were in the moderate-penetrance genes CHEK2 (n = 2) and ATM (n = 1). The fourth was a splicing mutation in BRCA2 that had evaded detection by heteroduplex analysis, which is recognised to have reduced sensitivity for base substitutions (Table 2) . We undertook Sanger sequencing evaluation of all 316 variants passing all filters in 12 samples (four with mutations in known genes, eight without) in 292 amplicons. Sequencing was successful for 241 amplicons. 51 amplicons failed the automated design and sequencing process. 127 variants (68 base substitutions, 59 indels) were confirmed, although for three variants Sanger sequencing revealed the deletions to be inframe. These were removed from the final analysis as they do not result in premature protein truncation. No variant was detected in the remaining 114 amplicons, i.e. these were false positive calls (23 base substitutions, 91 indels). This relatively high false positive rate reflects our deliberate lower call quality filter settings for insertion and deletion variants; such variants have a strong prior likelihood of being associated with disease, but are challenging to call in short read data. There was no difference between the number of truncating variants seen in the samples with known gene mutations (median = 10, range 5-13) and those without (median = 10, range 7-15, p = 0.55). Only two genes contained two truncating variants; CHEK2 and USP45, with the remaining 122 truncating variants occurring in distinct genes (online Supplementary Table 3) .
Gene list enrichment analysis of validated truncating variants
We undertook gene enrichment analysis of all 122 genes in which we identified truncating variants and of the subset of 85 genes with truncating mutations in the eight cases without mutations in known genes, using the ToppGene Suite ToppFun software [9] . No gene ontology term was identified as significant under a Bonferroni correction at a p value cut-off of 0.05 in either analysis.
Discussion
Exome sequencing is revolutionising our ability to identify rare genetic variants that predispose to disease. However, the interrogation and interpretation of the resulting data outside the context of rare, Mendelian syndromes is very challenging. Here we have undertaken exome sequencing in familial breast cancer, one of the few diseases for which there is compelling evidence of rare moderate/low penetrance predisposition genes. We used a number of strategies to empower the analyses. Firstly, we used cases enriched for genetic susceptibility factors, specifically individuals with bilateral breast cancer and/or a family history of breast cancer. This significantly improves the power for gene discovery as previously demonstrated [2] [3] [4] [5] 10 ]. An alternative approach that is often considered in disease gene identification studies is to prioritise variants shared by distantly related affected individuals for further evaluation. This strategy is most powerful in the identification of highly penetrant mutations in rare conditions. In common conditions, such as breast cancer, the phenocopy rate is often high and the penetrance of predisposing mutations often intermediate/low, both of which act to reduce the utility of this strategy. Secondly, we used a data filtering strategy that allows prioritisation of rare, protein truncating mutations; this class of mutation has strong prior evidence of disease association, particularly in breast cancer [2] [3] [4] [5] . Moreover, simulation-based analysis of NGS data filtering in complex disorders supports prioritisation of variants predicted to result in premature protein truncation as a useful strategy for disease gene identification [11] . Even after this stringent filtering, 1,296 PTVs were identified in the 50 cases. This included four mutations in known breast cancer predisposition genes further demonstrating the utility of exome sequencing for the identification of disease-associated mutations.
To explore the feasibility of identifying novel breast cancer predisposition genes we first performed validation experiments in 12 of the 50 cases to establish which PTVs were real. In total, we confirmed 124 PTVs in the 12 samples. The median number of PTVs was similar in the cases with and without mutations in known genes, indicating that simply identifying a rare PTV is not sufficient to prove causality, as implied by some papers [12] ; additional evidence is required. This is further supported by the observation that cases with mutations in known genes also carried other PTVs in genes plausibly related to disease. For example, the individual with a BRCA2 mutation (Case 1) also carries PTVs in the regulator of apoptosis, CASP5, and the transcriptional regulators SMARCD2 and SSX9, all of which are plausibly related to oncogenesis (Table 2) . Similarly, Case 3, carries a CHEK2 mutation and PTVs in five other genes implicated in a variety of diseases, including the DNA repair gene WRN, which causes Werner syndrome in biallelic mutation carriers [13] . It is possible that some of these additional mutations are also contributing to breast cancer, indeed it is anticipated that individuals will have multiple genetic variants that confer susceptibility to disease, particularly carriers of moderatepenetrance mutations. However, we identified PTVs in 122 different genes in just 12 cases indicating that, firstly, most of the mutations must be unrelated to the cancer and secondly, the burden of proof required to demonstrate a disease association, even for rare truncating mutations, is very substantial. This is further supported by studies demonstrating rare PTVs in healthy individuals [14] . Comparison of case data with control data acquired by similar methods and matched for metrics, such as coverage, will be required to reliably distinguish genes which tolerate haploinsufficiency from disease predisposition genes.
Consideration of gene function has proved to be a useful prioritisation strategy in gene identification studies. For breast cancer, mutational analyses of DNA repair genes, particularly those that interact with the high-penetrance breast cancer susceptibility genes BRCA1 and BRCA2, was fundamental to the identification of breast cancer predisposition genes such as PALB2 and BRIP1 [2, 4] . However, our in silico analyses did not reveal enrichment of any group of functionally related genes amongst genes with PTVs in the 12 familial breast cancer cases in which we performed comprehensive validation.
Only two genes contained two different truncating variants, one of which was CHEK2, a bone-fide breast cancer predisposition gene. This suggests that in a larger experiment, genes with multiple, different truncating mutations may serve as a useful filter to identify genuine predisposition genes. This pattern was crucial to the identification of other genes of this class in studies of 1,000-3,000 samples [2] [3] [4] [5] . The number of samples required in an exome sequencing study is not known, and will be influenced by multiple factors including the prevalence and penetrance of mutations in the relevant gene, the type of samples analysed (genetically enriched vs unselected) and correction for multiple testing. However, it is very likely that exomic analysis of many hundreds/ thousands of samples will be required. Follow up studies, analogous to the staged approach of some GWAS, may be helpful in replicating exome findings and providing definitive proof that a gene predisposes to disease. Replication sequencing studies of single genes or small sets of genes in thousands of samples is becoming feasible and could be targeted, for example, at genes in the exome study with the distinctive pattern of multiple, different, rare truncating variants in cases compared to controls.
In summary, our experiment provides further evidence that exome analyses can identify pathogenic mutations in known disease-associated genes. The potential for this technology to be utilised in gene discovery in common, complex conditions is high. However, it will require carefully designed large-scale experiments, maximally powered through judicious sample selection and analytical prioritisation approaches, coupled with replication analyses, to provide robust evidence of disease-association.
